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Kumar Metal Industries sets up world class innovation centre to advance process 
technology for the edible oils industry 
 

India's oldest process engineering company for the Oil & Fat industry, Kumar Metal 

Industries, has made a significant investment in their future with the launch of the OM 

Innovation Centre, a technology insight, advancement and collaboration hub at their 

Mumbai headquarters. 

 

Established to honour the company’s founder, Onkarnath Manaktala, OM Innovation 

Centre will be a resource to Kumar’s customers to test their hypothesis in oilseed 

technologies aa well as speciality processing of oils and fats.  

 

It will include a fully functional and highly instrumented pilot plant with specialty fat 

modification equipment, allowing customers to simulate plant-processing operations to 

scale within a controlled environment.  

 

Additionally, the innovation centre will also house Kumar's team of technologists tasked 

with developing data driven solutions to address oil extraction and refining challenges for 

customers around the world. 

 



	

	

Biju George Palayil, CEO at Kumar Metal, said: "OM Innovation Centre is an investment 

in ourselves and for our customers to solve challenges in the edible oil industry, both big 

and small. It puts our technologists at the centre of supporting our customers to explore a 

range of alternatives and make informed decisions about their business." 

 

Akshaya Manaktala, Director and Innovation Lead at Kumar Metal, added: "Our 

innovation centre pivots us to a technology-first company, learning from the data and agilely 

innovating to improve our offerings. We are constantly developing fresh approaches that 

can translate ideas into specific strategies, solutions and plans and our teams can 

anticipate and resolve industry challenges." 

 

Trials at the OM Innovation Centre are by appointment only. Please contact Mangesh 

Bhave via phone +91-7350392973/8928445215 or email bhave@kumarmetal.com or 

info@kumarmetal.com to schedule a trial. 

 

---- Ends ---- 

 

Kumar Metal Industries is a process engineering company manufacturing advanced oil 

mills, edible oil refineries, oils and fats processing plants, oleo-chemical plants, bio-diesel 

plants and feed mills for companies all over the world.  

 

Since 2003, the company has been in a joint venture and technical collaboration with 

industry leaders, Crown Iron Works–USA and Europa Crown–UK. The company also 

manufactures and sells Anderson International Corp extraction and extrusion equipment in 

India under licence. 

 



	

	

Kumar Metal Industries is ISO 9001-2015 company certified by TUV NORD with CE and 

ATEX accreditations and incorporates advanced Crown technology in the design, 

manufacture and supply of solvent extraction and oil refining plants in a wide range of 

capacities. Through hard work, integrity and emphasis on responsive service, the company 

has gained the trust of more than 500 customers spread over 60 countries worldwide. 

 

What started as a small fabrication unit in 1939, today employs over 400 skilled technicians, 

quality control personnel, trained workers in manufacturing and fabrication units spanning 

over 23,000 sq. meters with the latest in precision European machinery. 
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